
Get outside with some sidewalk chalk and get
drawing. You can draw a hopscotch to play
on, some parallel lines for kids to practice
jumping as far as they can, or draw a target
for them to practice their throwing.

Then you can finish off the activity by getting
kids to wash off the chalk with a container of
water and a scrubbing brush (old toothbrushes
also work well). Or if you have any old
paintbrushes, get them to 'paint' over the
chalk with water

Outdoor Activities for Kids

Go outside and collect items such as
leaves, twigs, pebbles, gumnuts etc. See
what else you can find. What animals /
bugs can you see? What can you hear? 

If you have a backyard, you can try
collecting one piece of each item and ask
children to go on a scavenger hunt to find
their 'twin' (another one of the same
item). 

Use bits of nature (rocks, leaves, sticks or anything
else you can find) to create something (a face, a
person etc).

You can also add in some recycled materials
(empty tissue boxes, cereal boxes, water bottles
etc). Kids love creating, so give them a few
examples and see what they come up with.

DRIVEWAY OR
PAVEMENT PLAY

GO ON A NATURE
WALK

CREATE WITH NATURE



You will need: 
- Aboriginal symbols (in the pack) 
- Sidewalk chalk 

Use the chalk to draw different
Aboriginal symbols on the ground. Make
up a story using these symbols. 

Try jumping or hopping between each
symbol as you tell your story. 

Outdoor Activities for Kids

Draw  a V using sidewalk chalk 

Pretend it is a river full of crocodiles! Try
to leap over the river without falling in
(the closer to the point of the V, the easier
it is, the further away, the harder it is)

Using chalk, draw pairs of different
animal footprints in different
directions. Try to jump on each set of
footprints, turning as you jump. (You
can draw these on pieces of paper if
you'd prefer to play this inside)

LEAP OVER THE RIVER

TELL A STORY WITH
ABORIGINAL SYMBOLS

ANIMAL FOOTPRINTS

U S I N G  S I D E W A L K  C H A L K

For a harder game, in a row of three,
draw a combination of left/right 
hand and foot prints. Try to jump,
landing with the correct hand/foot
on each print. If you are playing this
as a group, the person who makes it
to the end of the pattern without
making a mistake is the winner 

Red Hands Cave, Blue Mountains



You will need: 
- Empty cardboard tube from wrapping paper or
  paper towel
- String or thin rope 
- Outdoor space with objects such as trees and
  fence posts to tie both ends of the line (can
  also be done inside with the right furniture)

Pass one end of the string or rope though the
cardboard tube.Tie one end of the line to a firm
object at the height of your child’s ear.Tie the
other end to a firm object at a slightly greater
height.Challenge your child to stand at the low
end and “throw” the tube along the line.See how
far your child can throw.Continue practicing and
try to improve the distance each time

You will need: 
- 6 empty plastic bottles OR tin cans
- 1 ball  

Set up the bottles with 1 at the front, 2 behind,
and 3 in a row behind them. 

Stand about 1 metre away, hold the ball in one
hand (a smaller ball is easier to hold), step
forward with the opposite leg, and swing your
arm under and through as you roll the ball on
the ground to try to knock over the bottles

You will need: 
- Empty plastic cups 
- A ball (softer, bigger balls are easier to kick)

Use the inside of your foot to try to kick the ball
through the empty cups. 

To make it harder, try kicking each cup over. And to
make it even more challenging, try to continuously
kick ('dribble') the ball between the cups. 

BOTTLE BOWLING

SOCCER PRACTICE

Outdoor Activities for Kids

SPEAR FISHING




